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Optimizing Hydroxychloroquine Dosing for
Patients With COVID-19: An Integrative
Modeling Approach for Effective Drug
Repurposing
Maria Garcia-Cremades1,†, Belen P. Solans1,†, Emma Hughes1,†, Jacqueline P. Ernest1,†, Erika Wallender2,†,
Francesca Aweeka2, Anne F. Luetkemeyer3 and Radojka M. Savic1,*
Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) is a promising candidate for Coronavirus disease of 2019 (COVID-19) treatment. The
optimal dosing of HCQ is unknown. Our goal was to integrate historic and emerging pharmacological and toxicity
data to understand safe and efficacious HCQ dosing strategies for COVID-19 treatment. The data sources included
were (i) longitudinal clinical, pharmacokinetic (PK), and virologic data from patients with severe acute respiratory
syndrome-2 (SARS-CoV-2) infection who received HCQ with or without azithromycin (n = 116), (ii) in vitro viral
replication data and SARS-CoV-2 viral load inhibition by HCQ, (iii) a population PK model of HCQ, and (iv) a model
relating chloroquine PKs to corrected QT (QTc) prolongation. A mechanistic PK/virologic/QTc model for HCQ was
developed and externally validated to predict SARS-CoV-2 rate of viral decline and QTc prolongation. SARS-CoV-2
viral decline was associated with HCQ PKs (P < 0.001). The extrapolated patient half-maximal effective concentration
(EC50) was 4.7 µM, comparable to the reported in vitro EC50s. HCQ doses > 400 mg b.i.d. for ≥5 days were predicted
to rapidly decrease viral loads, reduce the proportion of patients with detectable SARS-CoV-2 infection, and shorten
treatment courses, compared with lower dose (≤ 400 mg daily) regimens. However, HCQ doses > 600 mg b.i.d. were
also predicted to prolong QTc intervals. This prolongation may have clinical implications warranting further safety
assessment. Due to COVID-19’s variable natural history, lower dose HCQ regimens may be indistinguishable from
controls. Evaluation of higher HCQ doses is needed to ensure adequate safety and efficacy.
Study Highlights
WHAT IS THE CURRENT KNOWLEDGE ON THE
TOPIC?
 Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) is an emerging therapy for
Coronavirus disease of 2019 (COVID-19), however, optimal
dose is not known.
WHAT QUESTION DID THIS STUDY ADDRESS?
 Emerging data and relationships among natural history,
pharmacokinetics (PKs), and rate of viral load decline in patients with COVID-19 has been quantified, validated, and integrated with emerging in vitro data, historical population PKs,
and corrected QT prolongation models for HCQ.

WHAT DOES THIS STUDY ADD TO OUR KNOWLEDGE?
 We provide rationale for range of high-dose HCQ regimens to be used for most effective treatment of patients with
COVID-19 and in the upcoming clinical trials. Low doses of
HCQ (e.g., 400 mg q.d.) might not offer substantial benefit.
HOW MIGHT THIS CHANGE CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY OR TRANSLATIONAL SCIENCE?
 Pharmacological rationale and dosing tools for use of HCQ
in patients with COVID-19 can be used to rationalize and utilize use of this medicine in the current pandemic.

Coronavirus disease of 2019 (COVID-19), caused by the virus
severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2),
was first identified in Wuhan, China, in December 2019.1 It has
rapidly become a global pandemic, with cases reported in > 197

countries. Limited data are available to guide treatment selection. Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ), a chloroquine (CQ) derivative historically used for malaria and autoimmune diseases, has
shown potent in vitro activity against both SARS-CoV-1 and
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SARS-CoV-2.2–4 Mechanistically, SARS-CoV-2 inhibition is believed to be due to multiple steps, including a change in the pH of
the cell membrane that reduces viral entry and inhibition of later
stages of replication.3 HCQ also causes immunomodulation, and,
thus, may suppress the cytokine storm associated with advanced
stages of COVID-19 illness.5
In a small, nonrandomized, open-label clinical trial in France,
20 patients with COVID-19, who received HCQ dosed as
200 mg t.i.d. were compared with a convenience sample of patients who only received supportive care.6 In this study, HCQ
was well-tolerated, however, approximately one third of patients
remained viremic by nasopharyngeal swabs after 6 days. A small
study in China reported no apparent clinical benefit of 400 mg
daily HCQ administered for 5 days compared with placebo in patients with COVID-19, the majority of whom had mild disease.7
Based on in vitro data, several HCQ regimens have been proposed, including 200 mg q.i.d. and 400 mg b.i.d. followed by
200 mg daily for 4 days, but none of these regimens have been
evaluated clinically.8 The Centers for Disease Control (CDC)
also provides anecdotal dosing suggestions, but explicitly states
optimal dosing and duration of HCQ for COVID-19 are unknown.8 With promising initial clinical and in vitro results for
HCQ, our goal was to integrate all available pharmacological data
and mechanistic knowledge related to COVID-19, to date, which
include novel in vitro pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic (PK/
PD) data for SARS-CoV-2, historical data on viral replication of
similar coronaviruses (e.g., SARS-CoV-1, first observed in 2002
in China), historical data on population PKs and safety of HCQ
from large patient cohorts, and newly emerging clinical PK/PD
data from patients with COVID-19. We use translational PK/PD
modeling to propose optimized HCQ dosing regimens, which ensure the highest likelihood of success as a COVID-19 treatment.
METHODS
Data
In vitro HCQ and CQ drug sensitivity data for SARS-CoV-2, reported
as percent inhibition, were obtained from 24-hour and 48-hour experiments in Vero or VeroE6 cells derived from African green monkey kidney
epithelium.3,9,10 The experiments are described in detail in the original
publications. Estimated, apparent half-maximal effective concentration
(EC50) values were reported, whereas the 90% effective concentration
values were obtained by digitizing the graph of antiviral activity for
HCQ using the software WebPlotDigitizer version 4.2.11
In vitro viral replication data were obtained from longitudinal data
profiling the growth of SARS-CoV-1 in Vero cells over 11 days.12 RNA
extraction and quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
were performed, and viral load was reported as cycle threshold (CT). Viral
load was calculated from the CT reported in the original publication as 1/
log2(CT).13
In vivo data was obtained from a published nonrandomized single
arm open label study of HCQ 200 mg t.i.d., with or without azithromycin, for treatment of SARS-CoV-2 infection in France.6 Participants
had PCR confirmed SARS-CoV-2 infection by nasopharyngeal swab
and swab samples were obtained daily. Controls were selected by convenience at multiple hospitals in France. Viral load was calculated from
CT.13 One sparse serum HCQ concentration was reported for each patient on days 2, 4, or 6 of treatment. Sixteen patients in the control arm
(samples = 69), 14 patients in the HCQ arm (samples = 93), and 6 patients in the HCQ with azithromycin arm (samples = 40) contributed
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viral load samples over 6 days. Additional patient characteristics and
results are reported in the original publication.6 An external cohort
of 80 patients receiving 200 mg t.i.d. for 10 days was used for external
model validation.14
Translational and clinical PK/PD-viral kinetics models
A published two-compartment population PK model for HCQ was used
to predict plasma drug concentrations for different dosing regimens of
HCQ.15 Published scaling parameters were used to simulate lung concentrations and the fraction unbound was assumed to be the same in the
lung as in the plasma (0.5).3
In vitro viral growth, death, and saturable growth parameters were estimated using data from SARS-CoV-1 in the software Nonlinear Mixed
Effects Modeling version 7.4 (NONMEN Icon Development Solutions,
Ellicott City, MD).12 The drug effect over time on viral replication rate
was established by simulating unbound plasma concentrations or unbound lung tissue concentrations using a previously defined partition
coefficient (102.45; HCQ unbound fraction assumed to be ~ 50%)
and using the established in vitro sigmoidal efficacy parameters.3,9,10
Regimens of HCQ included 50–800 mg b.i.d. for 7 days. The drug effect on the viral replication rate was simulated by fixing EC50 to one of
the reported in vitro values, ranging from 0.72 µM to 17.31 µM.3,9,10
Each regimen was simulated with each EC50 values 500 times.
The PK/PD analysis of the in vivo viral load data was performed sequentially. The control patients’ longitudinal viral load was analyzed to
inform the unperturbed viral growth. A previously published population
PK model was used to define the individual PK profile for each patient
treated with HCQ (with and without azithromycin).15 Plasma and serum
concentrations were assumed to be comparable.16 Subsequently, longitudinal plasma PK and viral load were linked to predict the impact of time
varying HCQ concentrations on viral replication. Viral dynamics (VL)
were described using the viral kinetic model (Eq. 1), where kg and kd represent first-order growth and death rates, respectively. MAXvirus stands
for the saturated maximal viral load. Drug (PK/PD) effect (Edrug) was
included as a linear function increasing kd (Eq. 2), where the slope (sl) of
the function is estimated, and Cp represents the drug concentration predicted with the PK model. A function (Eq. 3) independent of the drug
effect was added during the model validation stage to improve predictions at later time points (beyond day 6). This function might mimic
the immune response (IR), which comes on board once the viral load is
reduced to a certain level, described as a function of the immune effect
(IE) and time.
)
(
dVL
VL
− kd × VL − Edrug × VL − IR × VL (1)
= kg × VL × 1 −
MAXvirus
dt

Edrug = sl × Cp

(2)

IR = IE × e0.5×TIME

(3)

Finally, participants’ sex, age, baseline viral load, clinical status time
between onset of symptoms and inclusion, and the use of concomitant azithromycin were tested as potential covariates. PK/PD parameters were estimated using the LAPLACE estimation method with
INTERACTION, and the M3 method was applied to handle data
below the limit of quantification by estimating the likelihood of the
predicted viral load being less than the lower limit of assay quantification.17,18 Interindividual variability parameters were modeled exponentially and the residual variability was described using proportional
error. Model selection and evaluation were done by the likelihood
ratio test, goodness of fit plots, and visual predictive checks. The final
model was used to externally predict %PCR-negative patients from the
new patient cohort who received 200 mg t.i.d. with azithromycin for
10 days.
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Simulations and dose optimization
Simulated regimens of HCQ included 200, 400, 600, and 800 mg b.i.d.
for 5, 7, and 10 days with and without loading dose. All simulations included 100 virtual patients, simulated 1,000 times. Large variation in
the basal viral load range was assumed. The PK model was used to generate the virtual individual PK profiles.6 The percentage of patients with
positive PCR results was computed longitudinally throughout and at the
end of the treatment. Regimens were evaluated based on the proportion
of patients with viral loads above the lower limit of assay quantification. All model simulations were performed using NONMEM and the
PKPDsim package in R software version 3.6.1.

Sensitivity analysis
The natural course of disease progression is variable and might impact
the benefit of HCQ therapy. We explored various models of natural history for COVID-19 based on the viral load distribution from the control
arms in two recently reported studies.6,21 Three natural history scenarios were explored for several plausible control arms with low, high, and
mixed baseline viral load. Viral load decline of various HCQ doses was
compared with the control arm under different assumptions.

PK/PD-corrected QT simulations
To predict the risk of corrected QT (QTc) prolongation associated with
HCQ, we used a published PK-QTc model established for high-dose CQ in
children, describing a linear PK-QTc relationship where for every 1 nM increase in CQ concentration there was a 0.006 ms (95% confidence interval
0.004–0.009) increase in QT interval.19 A conservative upper boundary
estimate (0.009 ms/nM) was used assuming that HCQ and CQ have a similar PK-QTc relationship. This relationship was validated as it successfully
predicted QTc prolongation in adults, after a single dose of 600 mg CQ
reported by Mzayek et al.20 A conservative assumption was made that the
PK-QTc relationship remains linear and it does not reach a maximal effect.
We assumed a trial population of 1,000 patients with a baseline QTc of
394 ± 30 SD. We conducted simulations of each HCQ dosing regimen in
this population using the established population PK model (including intersubject variability) and predicted the peak HCQ concentrations during
treatment. We assumed all changes in QTc were attributed to PK variability. The maximum delta QTc during treatment was predicted using the linear PK-QTc relationship for CQ (0.009 ms/nM); the maximum predicted
QTc was the sum of the baseline and the delta QTc. Although the baseline
QTc distribution contained variability, the slope used (0.009 ms/nM) did
not. The proportion of patients with a delta QTc > 60 ms or predicted
peak QTc on treatment > 500 ms were reported.

The PK/PD viral kinetic model structure is shown in Figure 1.
The translational PK/PD model included the unperturbed growth
rate of SARS-CoV-1 in vitro, the clinical population PK model, and
the HCQ in vitro efficacy parameters in SARS-CoV-2.3,9,10,12,15
The in vitro viral kinetic model included a first-order growth
(0.577 day-1) and death rate (0.0631 day-1) and saturated maximal
viral load (Table S1). The simulated unbound lung concentrations
were above the EC50 for all evaluated dosing regimens, including a
subtherapeutic 10 mg dose. For unbound plasma concentration, the
impact of the drug effect on viral replication increased with the dose
but was highly sensitive to the in vitro EC50 values (Figure 2). For
all reported EC50s, higher doses increased the rate of viral decline.

RESULTS
Translational PK/PD model

Clinical PK/PD model

HCQ concentrations from the clinical cohort fell within the
range expected from historical population profiles (Figure 3a
left).6,15 Figure 3b shows the reconstructed individual PK profiles in the treatment group. The patients’ viral load is displayed
in Figure 3a (right).

Figure 1 Pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic (PK/PD)-viral kinetics model diagram. A previously published two-compartment plasma PK
model was used to simulate plasma concentration.15 PD compartments included a one-compartment model describing viral growth, death,
and drug effect, and a model describing drug effect on QTc prolongation.19 Edrug represents the PD relationship
for hydroxychloroquine
(HCQ)
)
(
C
plasma concentration (Cp). In the in vitro model, Edrug is characterized by a maximum effect (Emax) function Edrug =Emax × Cp +ECp 50 , whereas for the
clinical model it is described using a linear function (Edrug = sl × Cp ). CL, clearance; EC50, half-maximal effective concentration; QTc, corrected QT;
V, volume of distribution.
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Figure 2 Translational pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic (PK/PD) simulation. Simulated scenarios of drug effect on in vitro replication
rate based on reported hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) efficacy.3,9,10 Viral kinetics were estimated from in vitro replication rate of severe acute
respiratory syndrome-coronavirus (SARS-CoV)-1 and unbound drug concentration in plasma and lungs were simulated with HCQ PK model.12,15
Solid continuous line represents the 50th percentile of the simulated data and shaded areas represent the 95% prediction intervals for
median, 2.5th, and 97.5th percentiles obtained from 500 simulated datasets. Dotted horizontal lines represent the baseline level, whereas
dashed vertical lines indicate the start of treatment.

Viral response to treatment was significantly associated
(P < 0.001) to HCQ PK concentrations using a linear effect model
(Figure 1 and Table S1). Each 1 μM increase in plasma HCQ is
associated with a 28% decrease in viral load per day. The PK/PD
model was significantly better compared with a drug effect model
(P < 0.001), confirming a significant concentration-effect relationship. In addition, a maximum effect (Emax) model to link drug concentrations to effect was also tested, however, it was not identifiable.
This is most likely due to the limited clinical PK concentration
range.
The effect of azithromycin on viral load decline was not significant. Among the covariates explored, two asymptomatic patients
in the treatment group seemed to have a lower baseline viral load
and cleared the virus by the second day (Figure S1). The visual
predictive check (Figure 3c) shows good agreement between the
raw data and model simulations, both for the longitudinal viral
load dynamics and for the proportion of censored PCR samples,
associated with undetectable viral load.
256

Comparison of in vitro and in vivo EC50 predictions

The estimated plasma concentrations for 50% viral inhibition
in patients was 4.7. This value is in closer agreement with the in
vitro values reported after a 24-hour incubation (EC50 = 6.14 µM)
compared with 48-hour incubation (EC50 = 0.72 µM) by Yao et
al., and was also comparable to the values reported by Liu et
al. (EC50 = 4.06 µM, 4.51 µM) and by Touret et al. (4.14 µM;
Figure 4).3,9,10
Pharmacokinetic simulations

HCQ PKs, relative to in vitro and extrapolated in vivo EC50, are summarized in Figure 5 and Figure S2 (with population variability).
Simulated unbound lung concentration are shown in Figure S3.
Optimal dosing regimens are those that, to the extent possible,
are close or above the clinical EC50 values and below 7.5 µM, identified as the mean concentration associated with > 1% of patients
having an increase in > 60 ms QTc while on treatment. Regimens
that give ~ 800 mg/day either loaded upfront, or as 400 mg b.i.d.,
VOLUME 108 NUMBER 2 | August 2020 | www.cpt-journal.com
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Figure 3 Data and model for clinical data. (a) Raw pharmacokinetic (PK) and viral load data. In the PK graph, raw data is shown in red,
whereas black and grey lines represent the typical and population plasma PK simulation (n = 200) using the PK model. In vitro half-maximal
effective concentration (EC50s) indicated in the graph were calculated considering total drug using the values reported in Yao et al.3 In the viral
load graph (left), thick lines represent the mean profiles of each group, whereas the thin ones represent the individual profiles. (b) Individual
PK plasma profile predicted with the PK model for each patient treated with hydroxychloroquine (HCQ). (c) Visual predictive check of population
PK/pharmacodynamic model. The solid continuous line represents the 50th percentile of the observations, dashed lines represent 2.5th
and 97.5th percentiles of observations, and shaded areas represent the 95% prediction intervals for median, 2.5th, and 97.5th percentiles
obtained from 1,000 simulated datasets. The lower panel shows the proportions of below the limit of quantification values observed (solid
line), with 95% prediction variability shown by shaded area. CT, cycle threshold; LLOQ, lower limit of quantification.

seem to have good efficacy and safety, and HCQ is detectable in
plasma for up to 21 days (Figure 5c).
External validation and simulations for optimal dose range

For PK/PD-viral kinetics simulations, a median baseline CT of
27.13 (2.5–97.5%; 15.00–34.35) was assumed (Figure 6a). First,
we predicted the longitudinal viral loads of an external study of
80 patients receiving 200 mg t.i.d. of HCQ with azithromycin
(Figure 6a). The model predicted the viral decline in the first
week, however, it overpredicted later time points. After incorporating a time varying function to mimic a delayed immune effect, predictions aligned well with the data throughout treatment
(Figure 6a). The simulations performed in order to obtain the
predicted percentage of patients with positive PCR accounted for
CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY & THERAPEUTICS | VOLUME 108 NUMBER 2 | August 2020

interindividual variability in the PK and growth rate kinetics. The
data were not sufficient to identify variability in the drug effect
and it was not included in our simulations.
HCQ 800 mg b.i.d. for 10 days was predicted to produce the
lowest percentage of patients with detectable viral loads (9%),
however, it was predicted to result in a significant probability of QTc prolongation (data not shown). Both 400 mg b.i.d.
for 7 or 10 days, and 600 mg b.i.d. for 5, 7, or 10 days were
predicted to have lower detectable viral loads than those previously studied (Figure 6b,c). Dosing regimens that included
loading doses 800 mg b.i.d. and 600 mg b.i.d. for 1 or 2 days
followed by a maintenance dose of 400 mg b.i.d. or 200 mg
t.i.d. are shown in Figure S4. By comparison, 200 mg b.i.d. or
t.i.d. regimens showed modest efficacy. Reaching EC50 levels
257
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Figure 4 Comparison of EC50 values. (a) Comparison of percentage of viral inhibition for hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) by data source, including
digitized 48-hour in vitro data (green), 24-hour in vitro data (orange) obtained from Yao et al.,3 in vitro data from Liu et al.9 and Touret et
al.,10 and longitudinal clinical data (blue; solid line = available data; dashed line = extrapolated data. Raw data and curves from Yao et al.3
were digitized and displayed directly in the plot. The model used for these data is shown in the original manuscript and used a sigmoidal
Top−Bottom
concentration-response function Y = Bottom + 1+10(LogEC50−X)×HillSlope . For the recently added references (Liu et al.9 and Touret et al.10), a Hill coefficient
equal to 1 was assumed, and the different points for plotting purposes were calculated from the half-maximal effective concentration (EC50)
values provided in the original manuscripts. (b) Table including the EC50 values and in vitro experimental conditions from Yao et al., Liu et al.,
and Touret et al.3,9,10 *Adjusted EC50 was calculated to obtain the total drug value as follows: total drug= freefudrug, where fu = 0.5.

faster by using higher doses seems to offer more benefit compared with extending treatment duration.
Prediction of QTc prolongation

Both longer durations and higher doses of HCQ resulted in greater
QTc prolongation (Figure 6d; Table S2). An average patient with
baseline QTc value of 420 ms or less could receive higher doses of
400 mg b.i.d. over 5 or 7 days with minimal risk (1.0% and 2.0%)
of QTc prolongation (Table S3). Given the number of assumptions, reported numbers should be interpreted more as an indication of risk, which remain to be determined in clinical trials.
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

The viral load decline in the control arms was substantially different in the two reported clinical studies (Figure 7a).6,21 We explored
HCQ efficacy under different control arm scenarios. Different
viral growth and death values were obtained when the model was fit
to each study’s control arm. This represents the intrinsic variability
258

of disease progression, and, accordingly, resulted in different viral
kinetics over time, suggesting large uncertainty and variability in
the natural history of disease. Two dosing regimens (400 mg HCQ
daily and 400 mg HCQ b.i.d.) were simulated and overlaid for comparison with the different natural history scenarios (Figure 7b).
This sensitivity analysis revealed that the low-dose regimen might
be indistinguishable from placebo under different control group
scenarios. However, higher HCQ doses (≥ 400 mg b.i.d.) are likely
to show efficacy in viral clearance regardless of the control arm.
DISCUSSION

For HCQ to maximally suppress SARS-CoV-2 replication in vivo,
the HCQ dose may need to be optimized. To best define the effective HCQ concentrations for treatment of COVID-19, all available
data from in vitro and clinical studies using HCQ for SARS-CoV-2
were pooled to quantify the relationship between HCQ PK and
SARS-CoV-2 viral decline in patients with COVID-19. We predicted that higher HCQ daily doses (e.g., as high as 800 mg b.i.d.),
VOLUME 108 NUMBER 2 | August 2020 | www.cpt-journal.com
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Figure 5 Pharmacokinetic (PK) simulations for optimal dose. (a) Population PK plasma profiles following different twice daily regimens.
(b) Population PK plasma profiles following different combinations of loading and maintenance dosing. (c) Proposed dosing schemes with
interindividual variability. Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) concentration is detectable in plasma for up to 21 days. Apparent in vitro half-maximal
effective concentration (EC50s) were adjusted to account for plasma protein binding. QTc, corrected QT.
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Figure 6 Efficacy and safety simulations. (a) External validation of the model using original structure and extended structure with immune
effect. (b) Predicted proportion of adults with detectable viral loads over time, stratified by regimen. (c) Median simulated proportion of
adults with detectable viral loads at the end of treatment, stratified by regimen. (d) Predicted delta corrected QT (QTc; using a baseline QTc of
394 ± 30 SD) for each regimen of interest. PCR, polymerase chain reaction; PKPD, pharmacokinetic pharmacodynamic.

were associated with rapid rates of viral decline and increased the percentage of PCR-negative patients but could result in increased risk of
QTc prolongation. Regimens that give ~ 800 mg/day either loaded
upfront or as 400 mg b.i.d., could be safely tolerated and would reduce the time with a detectable SARS-CoV-2 viral load, and, thus,
improve treatment outcomes. Higher HCQ doses of up to 800 mg
b.i.d. could result in even faster rates of viral decline but there is limited safety information for these high doses.
HCQ pharmacology is complex; HCQ distributes extensively
into erythrocytes (whole blood to plasma ratio ~ 3.8, exhibits a
long half-life (123 hours) and a large volume of distribution, all attributed to extensive tissue uptake, clearly important for treatment
of COVID-19 systemic illness.22,23 HCQ and CQ are diprotic
260

weak bases (with PKa of 9.67 and 8.27 vs. 10.18 and 8.38 for HCQ
and CQ, respectively).24 Interestingly, both drugs experience
ion-trapping in which the drug becomes ionized in acidic environments like the lysosome (pH ~ 5.0). This causes an irreversible
accumulation, explains the large volume of distribution, and potentially impacts the amount of free drug available in tissues.25,26 HCQ
is converted into at least three metabolites (desethylhydroxychloroquine, desethylchloroquine, and bidesethylhdroxychloroquine).
Desethylhydroxychloroquine HCQ, the primary metabolite, is
pharmacologically active for some nonviral illnesses, and formed by
various cytochrome P450 isozymes. For our analysis, we focused on
the parent HCQ, as potent in vitro activity against SARS-CoV-2
has only been described for the parent compound.3
VOLUME 108 NUMBER 2 | August 2020 | www.cpt-journal.com
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Figure 7 Sensitivity analysis. (a) Raw data of the control arm from the published data from Gautret et al. (blue),6 and from Cao et al. (yellow).21
(b) Predicted proportion of adults with detectable viral loads over time assuming different natural course of the disease scenarios (high, low,
and mixed baseline) and showing two different treatment options. CT, cycle threshold; PCR, polymerase chain reaction.

For derivation of our dosing rationale, we have utilized HCQ
levels in plasma, instead of the lungs. Lung accumulation has been
observed for HCQ and CQ in animal PK studies and reported to be
substantial (a partition coefficient of 281 (102.45)). The partition coefficient ratio enables quantification of the total drug concentration
in the tissue, and by assuming the same fraction of unbound drug in
plasma and tissue, one can further estimate unbound concentrations
in the tissue. By using this approach, a wide range of doses, including
doses as low as 10 mg, seem to be potentially therapeutic. The drug
efficacy at the site of action is determined by the fraction of drug
unbound in the tissue, which has not been studied for HCQ, and,
thus, the amount of free drug in tissue remains unknown. Highly
lipophilic drugs for other infectious diseases, like bedaquiline and
clofazimine, accumulate in lungs as well, however, the accumulation
correlates with binding to macromolecules in tissue, not necessarily
to the free fraction.27,28 Based on the physicochemical parameters of
HCQ (log P of 3.85 and pKa of 9.67, 8.27), the fraction unbound
in tissue is likely low.29 Therefore, in our study, we conservatively
assume that the free fraction in plasma equilibrates between plasma
and tissue and consider that to be the fraction of drug that can contribute to drug effect. Tissue binding studies using a rapid equilibrium dialysis assay with lung homogenate should be performed to
define an accurate fraction unbound in the tissue.
Using a mechanistic PK/PD modeling approach, we were able
to quantify a relationship between HCQ concentration and
SARS-CoV-2 viral decline. However, we were not able to differentiate if azithromycin offered any additional benefit. The group
receiving HCQ and azithromycin had the lowest baseline viral
load and showed a similar rate of viral decline compared with the
HCQ group.6 Therefore, it remains unclear if azithromycin offers
any additional benefit.
Clinically significant QTc prolongation associated with HCQ
have been reported.30–32 Only two small observational studies have
reported associations between HCQ doses of 200–400 mg daily
CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY & THERAPEUTICS | VOLUME 108 NUMBER 2 | August 2020

and QTc prolongation32,33 and a concentration-dependent QTc
relationship is not available. As a result, we used CQ as a model to
predict QTc prolongation risk.19 HCQ and CQ have an identical
structure with the substitution of a hydroxyl group for HCQ, and
both have been found in vitro to inhibit the inward rectifier K+
channels.34,35 This has been associated with QTc prolongation,
and docking studies suggest nitrogen in the alkylamine and quinoline ring found in both compounds are responsible for binding
with potassium channels.36 Although a dedicated study is needed,
the hydroxyl group in HCQ is unlikely to affect rectifier K+ channels binding as the pKa for the alkylamine nitrogen is similar to
that of chloroquine’s.37 In vitro data from CQ identified an hERG
IC50 of 2,500 nM.38 We leveraged a recent study of high-dose CQ
for malaria treatment to predict potential risk of QTc prolongation with HCQ.19 In support of our findings, a maximum dose
of 1,200 mg daily for 2–6 weeks has been well-tolerated without
reported cardiac toxicity.39,40 Based on this evidence, and the PKQTc relationship for CQ presented here, we expect a HCQ course
of 400–600 mg b.i.d. for 10 days or less is unlikely to be associated
with clinically significant cardiac toxicity in patients without a
known risk factor for QTc prolongation.41 As data for HCQ and
QTc prolongation are limited, we recommend the highest doses of
HCQ be reserved for study in dose escalation studies.
Additional toxicities associated with HCQ include retinopathy
and gastrointestinal adverse events.39,42 The mechanism of irreversible retinal damage associated with HCQ is unknown, but it
has been associated with HCQ doses > 5 mg/kg and in patients
who receive HCQ for > 5 years.42 Retinopathy associated with use
< 1 month of HCQ has not been reported, and this side effect is
less likely in the acute setting.30,43 Gastrointestinal toxicity with
HCQ is concentration-related and could be a limiting factor to
dosage of HCQ but doses up to 1,200 mg have been reported to be
well-tolerated without adverse events in patients with cancer and
rheumatologic disease in other studies.39,40
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There were a few limitations to this study. First, clinical HCQ
data are limited to nonrandomized studies, and a clear model for
the natural rate of viral decline is not well defined. To explore
this effect, we compared viral kinetic trends on treatment to the
extracted baseline data from Cao et al. (n = 100 hospitalized patients who received supportive care).21 Second, the translational
viral replication was obtained from SARS-CoV-1 data. SARSCoV-1 and SARS-CoV-2 share an estimated 79.6% sequence
homology.44 Third, we imputed the PK profiles for HCQ using
population PK parameters derived from a pool of both healthy
and malaria-infected patients. Fourth, we were not able to predict
how concomitant HCQ and azithromycin may impact the risk
of QTc prolongation or anticipate how underlying risk factors for
QTc prolongation could impact the PK-QTc relationship due to
the lack of available data. Closely monitored clinical trials will be
needed to confirm that high-dose HCQ is safe with or without azithromycin. Finally, our model used plasma HCQ concentrations
to predict nasopharyngeal viral loads, which may not fully correlate
with clinical improvement or viral load measured at different sites,
however, it has generally been accepted that viral decline is a desirable marker leading to clinical improvement.45–50 In addition, all
relevant assumptions made during the analysis are summarized in
Supplementary Table S4.
Treatment options for COVID-19 can most effectively be advanced by utilizing all available data and pharmacologically driven
drug repurposing. Suboptimal dosing can result in wasted time and
resources. Even more problematic is the potential to declare a drug
ineffective because of misdosing. Using PK-exposure modeling,
we predict that higher doses of HCQ will be needed to achieve
cure within 7 days for all patients. Given the observed prolonged
viral shedding in patients with COVID-19, these data support the
possibility that early treatment with high-dose HCQ could reduce
transmissibility and potentially reduce the risk of late clinical decompensation. However, given the possibility of QTc prolongation
with high-dose regimens, rigorous trials must precede widespread
clinical usage. We predict that higher HCQ doses, (> 400 mg
b.i.d.) are most efficacious for viral suppression and should be further examined in clinical trials to evaluate safety and efficacy.
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Supplementary information accompanies this paper on the Clinical
Pharmacology & Therapeutics website (www.cpt-journal.com).
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